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Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Alcohol and Drug Abuse NBC 5 News 8/17/2021 4:00 p.m. 0:20
Report that some college students are drinking less alcohol during the pandemic while others say they consumed more alcohol due 

to remote learning. 

Alcohol and Drug Abuse NBC 5 News 8/20/2021 6:00 a.m. 0:30

Report on American Airlines extending their ban on alcohol sales. The Fort Worth based airline will not sell alcohol to main cabin 

passengers until at least January. This comes just two days after federal leaders extended their mask mandate at airports and on 

airplanes. In May, it halted plans to restart alcohol sales after an outcry from flight attendants and due to the high number of 

unruly passengers. Dallas-based Southwest Airlines has also stopped selling alcohol aboard flights and has not set a return date. 

Alcohol and Drug Abuse NBC 5 News 8/27/2021 10:00 p.m. 3:26

Report from NBC 5 Investigates in regards to thousands of drunk drivers' blood tests. The test are now in question after a recall of 

potentially defective blood tubes. Dozens of drivers who were tested with those recalled tubes were never notified of that until 

NBC 5's investigative team started asking questions. 

Alcohol and Drug Abuse NBC 5 News 8/31/2021 5:00 p.m. 0:30
Report on more than 600 new laws going into effect in Texas. One of the new laws will let Texans buy beer and wine before noon 

on Sundays. The law expands sale hours from 10 a.m. to midnight. Alcohol sales are still prohibited on Sundays. 

Alcohol and Drug Abuse 5 Talk Street 9/10/2021 5:00 p.m. 7:00

A 5 Talk Street segment focusing on the organization, "Daddy Lights Ministry." A majority of the clients served by the organization 

are abused women and people with chemical dependency. The organization provides a pathway for hope and for individuals to 

transition to a better environment. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description 

Children NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 5:30 a.m. 0:57

Cook Children's in Fort Worth is reporting an alarming trend of children with gunshot wounds. They are receiving a record number 

and most of the cases are unintentional. As of May, Cook Children's has treated 35 patients for gunshot wounds. Doctors fear the 

number this year will climb with six months left of 2021. Cook Children's initiative known as "Aim for Safety" was designed to help 

reduce the number of gun-related injuries. The initiative reminds adults to always remember to secure their firearms and 

ammunition from children and make sure they are locked. 

Children NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 10:00 p.m. 1:09
Report on a baby boom in Fort Worth. Doctors at Baylor Scott and White All Saints Medical spoke with NBC 5 about the baby 

boom. They keep breaking their own delivery records. The care team delivered more than 100 babies in 91 hours. 

Children NBC 5 News 7/5/2021 4:00 p.m. 2:19

Report on a new treatment that is helping infants and children who are suffering from a form of pancreatitis, a painful 

inflammation of the pancreas. This form is hereditary and impacts infants and children with often no cure and leaving children to 

endure a lifetime of pain, but this new treatment is helping them live a happy, pain-free life.

Children NBC 5 News 7/5/2021 10:00 p.m. 1:55
Report on a Lubbock family wanting tougher laws to protect small children from button batteries, the tiny silver discs that power 

things like key fobs and watches, after their child died from swallowing one. 



Children NBC 5 News 7/15/2021 4:00 p.m. 1:05

Report on suicides going up by 50% for ages 10 to 24, in the past two decades. A Texas research and advocacy nonprofit group 

called, "Children at Risk," says it’s become the second leading cause of death for this age group. They state that children in 

different demographics such as the LGBTQ+ Community, along with Black and Native American youth, are seeing an increase in 

death by suicide. Some of the findings show economics, trauma and lack of resources are all factors. Researchers are gathering 

more data to pin-point ways to find solutions. 

Children NBC 5 News 8/7/2021 6:00 p.m. 0:52

Report on Covid-19 cases among young children rising in some parts of Texas. It is pushing children's hospitals to the limit. Doctors 

say when Covid-19 is added to the mix of the typical respiratory illnesses and traumatic injuries that kids experience during the 

summer, children's hospitals across the state are at or near capacity. 

Children NBC 5 News 8/11/2021 4:00 p.m. 0:22

Report on ultra processed food making up two-thirds of calories in kids and teen's diets. The number is up 61% as compared in 

1999. Researchers found the biggest spike in calories came from ready to heat foods. Calories from sugary drinks has dropped by 

51%. 

Children NBC 5 News 8/11/2021 5:00 p.m. 2:01
Report on a concerning new study that shows some kids are becoming more nearsighted due to the pandemic and online learning. 

Tips are shared to let parents know what they can do to keep their child's eyes healthy. 

Children NBC 5 News 8/24/2021 5:00 a.m. 1:41

Report on the latest fight against Covid-19 and the FDA granting full approval to the Pfizer's Covid-19 vaccine. This raises major 

questions regarding younger children being eligible for the vaccine. The number of infected children is rising quickly across the 

country and North Texas. 

Children NBC 5 News 9/1/2021 6:00 a.m. 0:48

Report on Orion Jean, a 10-year-old from Mansfield, reaching his goal of collecting 500,000 books to donate to kids and schools 

across the country. He did much of the work himself, but 300,000 books were donated from online bookseller "Thrift Books", that 

helped push him towards his goal. Orion's focus was to help instill the love in reading in children across America. 

Children NBC 5 News 9/1/2021 4:00 p.m. 2:00 Report on a rare but potentially serious condition that can show up in children who have been exposed to Covid-19. 

Children NBC 5 News 9/17/2021 10:00 p.m. 2:11
Report on children Covid-19 cases skyrocketing and Cook Children's halting elective surgeries and diverting some patients to other 

hospitals. NBC 5's Allie Spillyards spoke with a doctor about the difficult choices they never imagined having to make. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Consumer NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 5:30 a.m. 2:21

Consumers struggling to pay for their internet service are receiving help from the federal government. The Emergency Broadband 

Benefit Program still has billions of dollars left. They launched their program in May with close to 3.2 billion dollars. The Emergency 

Broadband Benefit Program offers a discount of up to 50 dollars a month on internet service. To qualify, consumers' annual 

household income needs to be 135% of federal poverty guidelines or less. 

Consumer NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 4:00 p.m. 0:22
Report on the price of tolls rising. The North Texas Tollway Authority officially raised rates and those with toll tags will pay an 

average of one penny more per mile. Those using Zip cash will pay at least 50% higher. The increase will help the tollway authority 

repay 9.5 billion dollars it borrowed to build and improve the roads. 



Consumer NBC 5 News 7/4/2021 10:00 p.m. 2:07

Report on Fourth of July sales and Consumer Reports makes it easy for consumers to shop smarter. The products are on sale and 

have scored well in Consumer Report's rigorous, independent laboratory tests. Consumer Reports tracks the prices of many of its 

top tested products all year long, so it knows exactly when they go on deep discount. NBC 5 provides viewers with the top products 

to look out for in the month of July. 

Consumer NBC 5 News 7/15/2021 11:00 a.m. 0:26

Report on a recall alert regarding Johnson and Johnson. The company is pulling some of its products over possible cancer risk. The 

list includes Neutrogena and Aveeno spray sunscreens. Johnson and Johnson say they contained low levels of Benzene, a chemical 

that can cause cancer depending on the level and extent of exposure. They suggest if you have any of those sunscreens, to throw 

them away. The recall information was posted on NBCDFW.com.  

Consumer NBC 5 News 7/15/2021 4:00 p.m. 0:15

Report on Back-to-School shopping and parents being expected to spend more money this year than in years past. New survey 

results from Deloitte finds spending will be at its highest level in years to an estimate of thirty two and a half billion dollars. That's 

six hundred and twelve dollars per student. 

Consumer NBC 5 News 7/20/2021 6:00 a.m. 0:22

As the pandemic continues, Costco reports they are keeping their special hours for members who are 60 years and older, and 

vulnerable shoppers. Weeks after announcing it would end the senior hours on July 26th, the retailer is changing course and will 

reduce them from 5 days a week to a twice weekly event. 

Consumer NBC 5 News 8/11/2021 4:00 p.m. 2:18

Report on recent attacks against Apple products. For a long time, many assumed Apple devices were untouchable when it came to 

cyber threats and malware because they were too tough to hack, but that has changed. NBC 5's Consumer Reports explains what 

consumers can do to keep their Apple devices safe. 

Consumer NBC 5 News 8/15/2021 5:30 a.m. 0:49

Report on the new Covid surge affecting consumer confidence again. People are worried about the economy as things go in the 

wrong direction. Some economists say the rapid surge in Covid-19 cases could quickly stifle the economy and once again, keep 

people from spending. Dallas Financial Expert, Derrick Kinney, states this time period is a great time to save. 

Consumer NBC 5 News 8/17/2021 6:00 a.m. 0:23

Report on gas prices increasing. They've jumped three cents over the past three weeks to an average of 3.25 dollars a gallon. That is 

a dollar higher than they were a year ago. Here in Texas, AAA says drivers are paying an average of 2.84 dollars a gallon. Analysts 

say prices should stop going up now that crude oil costs are going down. 

Consumer NBC 5 News 8/27/2021 4:00 p.m. 1:55

The pandemic related computer chip shortage isn't expected to end anytime soon and it's still impacting production of new cars 

and trucks. Right now, the used car market is popular now more than ever. Consumer reports shows shoppers how to purchase 

smarter for a used car and avoid potential problems. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 11:00 a.m. 1:45

Report on a new public safety summer operations plan being spearheaded by Downtown Dallas, Inc, which oversees the flow of 

the economy and life in Downtown Dallas. People may start to see more police in Downtown Dallas this summer. City leaders are 

dealing with public safety concerns as thousands of people head back to work and tourism picks back up. This new plan is to help 

keep things safe. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 4:00 p.m. 3:38
NBC 5's Conversation of Change that focuses on Dallas Police Officer Megan Thomas' new role as the LGBTQ+ position and being a 

liaison/ officer with the responsibility to keep the line of communication open between police and the LGBTQ+ community. 



Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 7/4/2021 5:30 a.m. 0:32

Report on Black and Latino Clergy Leaders pledging to work with Dallas Police to protect their communities this summer. They held 

a press conference with Police Chief Eddie Garcia and District 3 Council Member Casey Thomas II. They say enough is enough. 

Police Chief Garcia says they will have an increased presence this summer and say police will work with businesses and other 

groups to help reduce crime. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 7/7/2021 4:00 p.m. 1:47

Dallas pauses to remember one of the darkest days in the city. On July 7, a gunman targeted and gunned down five police officers 

during a peaceful protest Downtown. It was the biggest loss of police lives since 9/11. NBC 5's Maria Guerro, covered the heartfelt 

ceremony held in their honor today. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 7/15/2021 5:00 a.m. 1:15
Report on the Fort Worth Police's new approach to targeting violent crime, following a year that saw more murders than any recent 

memory. NBC 5's Ben Russell shared what the city's new police chief said about the new tactics. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 7/15/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:49
Report on the rising numbers of Domestic Violence cases during the pandemic. The rates are continuing to increase. NBC 5 spoke 

with Kathryn Jacob, the CEO of Safe Haven of Tarrant County. The organization says they are seeing more women in need of help. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 7/20/2021 4:00 p.m. 0:30
Report on Dallas Mayor Eric Johnson calling for hire of 275 police officers to make the city safer. Johnson says additional money 

needs to be included in the next budget, as well as salary increase for first responders. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 7/29/2021 6:00 p.m. 2:03
Report on Dallas police officers being trained to stop misconduct. They are responding to a video that surfaced of an officer beating 

a man in Deep Ellum. The video also shows two other officers stepping in to pull the first officer away from the man. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 8/7/2021 6:00 a.m. 2:51

Report on temporary paper license plates in North Texas being fake on some cars. The FBI found more than a half-million 

fraudulent temporary tags were obtained through a giant loophole in the system. Some of them are being used in crimes as far 

away as New York. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 8/11/2021 11:00 a.m. 3:08

Report on counterfeit certifications for Covid-19 vaccination proof. As college students are heading back to campus, 700 

universities and colleges are now requiring proof of vaccination and some administrators are worried about a new black market. 

Some of the counterfeit certifications are going for as much as 200 dollars. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 8/11/2021 6:00 p.m. 0:36

Report on the Dallas Police Department losing data and working to find out how many cases will be affected. The District Attorney's 

Office says some of the missing data has been recovered, but the rest may be lost forever. The department says the data was 

deleted during a data migration process. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 8/15/2021 5:00 p.m. 0:34

Dallas Police are cracking down on street racing. Recently, the officers responded to 11 events across the city. A total of 81 people 

were arrested, 35 vehicles were towed, and more than 3 dozen people were cited for various crimes including being a spectator to 

street racing. 

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 8/31/2021 11:00 a.m. 0:20

In Denton County, hundreds of thousands of public health records, including Covid-19 vaccination details, have been exposed in a 

data breach. Officials say a malfunction in a third-party software system was linked to an app used at Denton County vaccine 

clinics. A written notification was sent out to those who were affected. It is unclear how many people received a written 

notification.  

Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 8/31/2021 5:00 p.m. 0:30

In Texas, more than 600 new laws go into effect. One of the new laws will require police officers to keep body-worn cameras on 

during investigations. The law was inspired by the death of Botham Jean, the man shot and killed in his own apartment by a Dallas 

Police Officer. 



Crime and Law Enforcement NBC 5 News 9/25/2021 6:00 p.m. 0:47

Report on Dallas Police hoping to smash the violence by joining forces with community members on the basketball court at Paul 

Quinn College. Several groups worked together to put on the event, including Dallas Cred, a group of community members that are 

(some) reformed offenders working to interrupt crime in Dallas communities plagued by violence. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Cultural NBC 5 News 7/17/2021 6:00 p.m. 2:07
Report on "Zimsculpt," cultural sculpting available at the Dallas Arboretum. Allows visitors to experience other cultures from 

around the world. 

Cultural NBC 5 News 7/23/2021 6:00 a.m. 1:55 Report on Fort Worth's Opal Lee receiving statewide honor for her efforts that helped make Juneteenth a federal holiday. 

Cultural NBC 5 News 7/23/2021 11:00 a.m. 0:53 Report on the Tokyo Olympics and the opening ceremony. 

Cultural NBC 5 News 7/23/2021 4:00 p.m. 3:30
Report on the history and culture of the Negro Leagues. NBC 5's Pat Doney spoke with the executive producer and director of the 

documentary "The Other Boys of Summer," in NBC 5's Community Conversation. 

Cultural NBC 5 News 8/1/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:47

Report on the cultural practice from Japan called Forest Bathing. A way to improve our well-being. Forest Bathing is a type of 

growing green care, or ecotherapy, but people do not have to be in a forest to try it. The cultural practice can be as simple as 

getting outside for a stroll and being mindful of the environment. 

Cultural NBC 5 News 9/5/2021 6:00 a.m. 0:25

First responders took part in the annual 9-11 memorial stair climb. Each first responder touched a piece of steel salvaged from the 

World Trade Center before climbing the stairs. Fire fighters, police officers and EMS workers climbed 110 flights in full gear. Each 

honored their fellow first responders who were killed on September 11th.  

Cultural NBC 5 News 9/11/2021 5:30 a.m. 1:56

Report on the anniversary of September 11th. 20 years ago where nearly 3,000 people died in terrorist attacks in New York, D.C. 

and Pennsylvania. Innocent victims who were going through their normal morning routine were struck with terror. On the 

anniversary of 9-11, the nation reflects on the day and NBC 5 shares special events that will honor the lives of those lost. 

Cultural 5 Talk Street 9/11/2021 6:00 p.m. 1:50

A memorial in Grapevine honored the more than two dozen flight crew members aboard the four hijacked planes on 9-11. They 

also paid tribute to all the passengers and first responders. NBC 5's Yona Gavino was at the event as hundreds gathered to 

remember and reflect those lost that day. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Economic Development NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 6:00 p.m.. 0:32

Report on the fallout from the pandemic costing people their jobs in Dallas. Uber is downsizing their plan for a major hub in Deep 

Ellum. The initial plan was for Uber to hire as many as 3,000 people. The city and state gave Uber tax breaks to build its largest hub 

outside of its headquarters in San Francisco. Uber now says it will hire 500 workers and it will not take the tax breaks that were 

offered. The company says the decision came from the "dramatic impact" the Covid-19 pandemic had on its business. 

Economic Development NBC 5 News 7/2/2021 5:30 a.m. 1:11

This summer new high school graduates have more opportunities than ever before to get extra money to pay for college expenses. 

Hiring shortages in industries where young adults typically have summer jobs, like restaurants, summer camps and lifeguarding, 

are leading to pay increases. In North Texas the average increase is 15 dollars and up. Some employers are also offering other 

incentives like scholarships and college tuition payments. NBC 5 spoke with Eva Dobbs, a college advisor with College Wise, who 

shared advice for new graduates who are trying to get a jump start on their careers. 



Economic Development NBC 5 News 7/15/2021 5:00 3:05

Report on competitive entry jobs. Some recent graduates can't catch a break and the Class of 2020 struggled through Covid-19 to 

launch their careers. The pandemic fallout could also be affecting the Class of 2021, despite an explosion in new jobs this summer. 

NBC 5's Alanna Quillen reported some details on a huge job fair happening in Irving.  

Economic Development NBC 5 News 7/20/2021 6:00 a.m. 0:20
Report on North Texas falling in rank on the best places to live. Dallas-Fort Worth fell outside the top 25, ranking at number 37 for 

large metro areas in America. Last year, DFW was number 24. The list is based off affordability, job projects and quality of life. 

Economic Development NBC 5 News 7/23/2021 5:30 a.m. 0:20

Report on Covid-19 stimulus checks hitting more bank accounts. The IRS says more than 2 million payments were sent out over the 

past six weeks. So far, 400 billion dollars has been paid out as part of the American Rescue Plan Act that President Biden signed 

back in March. The latest round of payments was for people who updated their information with the IRS.

Economic Development NBC 5 News 7/27/2021 4:00 p.m. 3:33

Report on a North Texas group called "One Man's Treasure," striving to help recently released incarcerated men successfully make 

the move back to society. The organization was able to expand their services throughout the region and help more men in need, 

thanks to the NBC Universal Project Innovation Grant. NBC 5's Larry Collin took a closer look at the organization in NBC 5's 

Conversation: Call for Change. 

Economic Development NBC 5 News 8/3/2021 6:00 p.m. 2:15

Report on the hospitality industry having a hard time filling jobs. The State Fair of Texas is no exception. The fair is still trying to fill 

more than a thousand part-time positions. Organizers are also monitoring the Covid-19 numbers as thousands of people get ready 

to enter Fair Park soon. 

Economic Development NBC 5 News 8/11/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:40
Fort Worth could be in for a huge economic boost. An electric company, backed by Amazon, is in talks of building a massive factory 

in the area. 

Economic Development NBC 5 News 8/17/2021 4:00 p.m. 2:12

Report on individuals struggling to pay their bills, considering a payday loan. With recent reforms, many of the loans can still come 

with hefty fees and high interest rates. There are also alternatives and NBC 5's Consumer Reports explains where individuals should 

look to discover these loans. 

Economic Development NBC 5 News 8/24/2021 10:00 p.m. 3:24

Report on some job seekers turning to Tik-Tok to stand out to companies and recruiters. Most recruiters still suggest having a one 

sheet resume, but some job seekers are trying to find creative ways to get hired. NBC 5's Responds Reporter, Kristi Nelson, explains 

what people should know before they jump into this new trend. 

Economic Development NBC 5 News 8/27/2021 6:00 p.m. 0:47

After seeing economic recovery over the summer, restaurants are feeling the financial strain again due to the pandemic and new 

surge of Covid-19 cases. The head of the Texas Restaurant Association says staff shortages, supply problems and Covid-19 worries 

are all taking their toll, especially on workers. 

Economic Development NBC 5 News 9/23/2021 6:00 a.m. 0:20

Report on Friendship Baptist Church in Dallas partnering with the community to support Black-owned businesses. The 

Congregation's 100-day campaign to remember the 100th year since the Tulsa Race Massacre is unfolding. The goal is to continue 

the legacy of Black Wall Street, by strengthening locally owned Black businesses. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description



Education NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 4:00 p.m. 1:39

NBC 5's Laura Harris shows the viewers the "Read-Play-Talk Bus" that is rolling into Mesquite. The initiative was created in 2018 in 

the Mesquite community to help encourage parents and caregivers to read, play and talk with their kids every day. This initiative is 

more important now more than ever during the pandemic. 

Education NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 5:00 p.m. 0:35
Report on North Texas NCAA athletes being able to make money with their name and face. The NCAA cleared a path allowing 

college athletes to get endorsements if certain rules are followed. NBC 5 spoke with a TCU athlete about what the move means. 

Education NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 5:00 p.m. 2:18

Report on the University of North Texas' new bridge program. The program provides foster care individuals who have aged out of 

the system and may have graduated high school and had no place to go, a home and room and board on campus. The program 

helps bridge the gap between foster care and college. 

Education NBC 5 News 7/11/2021 5:00 a.m. 2:27

Report on remote learning doing a number on many kids and their education. Districts across North Texas are working to get 

children back on track, especially during the summer months when learning loss happens often. NBC 5's Laura Harris and Reading 

With You took a trip to Duncanville ISD. 

Education NBC 5 News 8/11/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:57

School districts are defying Governor Abbott's order regarding no masks. The leaders of the two largest school districts in North 

Texas, Dallas and Fort Worth, say masks are required in the classroom, but other districts have been holding off on making that 

call. 

Education NBC 5 News 8/17/2021 4:00 p.m. 2:37
Report on virtual learning in many school districts and the need of internet connection for students at home. AT&T and Spectrum 

are providing students in almost every school district in North Texas, free in home wired internet. 

Education NBC 5 News 8/24/2021 11:00 a.m. 2:37 Report on ransom attacks on school districts. Cyber security leaders are reporting a nearly 30% increase in hacks. 

Education NBC 5 News 8/24/2021 4:00 p.m. 1:36

Report on a teacher shortage. Students in some North Texas schools are still without a teacher, as districts work around the clock 

to fill remaining vacancies. The job is tougher this year as there are less teachers to go around, across the entire country. NBC 5's 

Education Reporter Wayne Carter explains the teacher shortage. 

Education NBC 5 News 8/24/2021 4:00 p.m. 1:24
Dallas ISD says thousands of students have not returned back to school so far, this year. NBC 5's Sophia Beausoleil explains how 

many students are missing and why. 

Education NBC 5 News 9/17/2021 6:00 a.m. 1:02

A new nonprofit in North Texas has big dreams of revitalizing the communities of America. Its first project is in the Bonton 

neighborhood of South Dallas. Bonton is a century-old neighborhood working hard to move past poverty and crime. Many believe 

education can help. The new Community Engagement and Opportunity Council opened a literacy lab inside a neighborhood 

community center. The goal is to give children ages three through third grade a place to build reading skills and a foundation for 

success in school and life. 

Education NBC 5 News 9/21/2021 4:00 p.m. 1:17
NBC 5 goes beyond the mask when it comes to schools and Education Reporter, Wayne Carter, does a week-long series looking at 

how schools are planning to regain the learning lost during the pandemic and mend the gaps in education. 



Education NBC 5 News 9/23/2021 10:00 p.m. 2:15
The pandemic has created many challenges for schools, including a teacher shortage. Districts across North Texas and the country 

are scrambling to do whatever they can to recruit more educators. Teach for America hopes to help fill the gap. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Environment NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 5:00 p.m. 0:31

Report on extreme high temperatures, damaging Christmas Tree Farms across the Northwest. Family farms say unprecedented 

heat waves are damaging trees and young seedlings. Growers say they may be able to recover if this is the only heatwave of the 

summer. but they are not optimistic. Many farmers say they've been growing trees for decades and have never seen anything like 

this before. 

Environment NBC 5 News 7/7/2021 6:00 p.m. 0:27

Report on parts of Texas being hit with major flooding. A strong band of heavy rain caused a Flood Emergency in Rockport. The 

national weather service issued a Flash Flood Emergency for the area and there's widespread flooding in the Rio Valley. Texans 

waded through water while drivers navigated flooded roads. Governor Abbott announced that state resources are now on standby 

to help. 

Environment NBC 5 News 7/11/2021 5:30 a.m. 3:11
Report on human-caused climate change and its effects on food. In Texas, there has been abnormal weather which has devasted 

crops this year, starting with the February freeze. This is not the only extreme event farmers are worried about. 

Environment NBC 5 News 7/15/2021 11:00 a.m. 2:28 Report on drastic floods in Lancaster and car rescues from citizens in the community. 

Environment NBC 5 News 7/23/2021 11:00 a.m. 2:04

Report on the hottest days of summer in North Texas. The Public Utility Commission and Ercot holding a press conference to 

update Texans on the changes they are making to improve the reliability of the grid from the contrast of the Winter Storm grid 

decline. 

Environment NBC 5 News 7/25/2021 5:00 p.m. 1:47

Report on an extreme heat advisory with the first triple digital temperatures of the season. Medstar rolled out their extreme heat 

response protocol. When heat index is at or above 105 degrees, first responders try to help people who are located outside 

quicker, to protect the patients from exposure to extreme heat. 

Environment NBC 5 News 7/29/2021 6:00 p.m. 0:32

Report on North Dallas citizens being unhappy about tree cutting in their neighborhood to make way for the new Dart Silver Line. 

Completion of the long-awaited rail link between Plano and DFW Airport has been pushed back to 2024, but works are still 

underway. Citizens stated they were told clearing would be minimal. Dart says it remains committed to saving as many trees as 

possible. 

Environment NBC 5 News 8/1/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:47

Report on the cultural practice from Japan called Forest Bathing. A way to improve our well-being. Forest Bathing is a type of 

growing green care, or ecotherapy, but people do not have to be in a forest to try it. The cultural practice can be as simple as 

getting outside for a stroll and being mindful of the environment. 

Environment NBC 5 News 8/11/2021 4:00 p.m. 1:29
Report on an extreme heat and severe weather for millions nationwide. More than 125 million people are under official alerts 

brought on by triple digit temperatures.

Environment NBC 5 News 9/23/2021 11:00 a.m. 0:43

Report on the February Winter storm and power disaster. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission met in Washington D.C. to 

discuss their preliminary findings for the investigation. The panel found the major causes of the power outages were frozen 

equipment and fuel supply issues. A key point is the need for power and gas facilities to do more to protect equipment from the 

cold weather. The February winter storm left millions of Texans without power for days in freezing temperatures. At least 210 

deaths have been blamed on the winter storm. NBC 5 has a new series called "Powerless" focusing on the winter storm. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description



Family NBC 5 News 7/2/2021 5:30 a.m. 2:41
Report on the number of food insecure families continuing to increase and one in five children in Dallas struggles with food 

insecurity. Food for Good, a local program, is helping families and children fight hunger. 

Family NBC 5 News 7/4/2021 10:00 p.m. 1:49

Families dealing with the loss of loved ones due to Covid-19. A North Texas woman is asking her fellow Americans to stand in 

solidarity with those still dealing with the pain of the loss. She is working with city leaders throughout the United States to add 

permanent Yellow Heart Memorials to public spaces in honor of those lost. 

Family NBC 5 News 7/5/2021 10:00 p.m. 1:55

The Reese's family started a non-profit organization to help teach parents about the dangers of button batteries. Also, to lobby 

lawmakers for better safety standards, including mandating screws for all products that use button batteries, after their child died 

from swallowing one. 

Family NBC 5 News 7/17/2021 6:00 p.m. 3:45

Report on the Genesis Women's Shelter announcing their new location in the Southern part of Dallas. The goal is to better meet 

the needs of underserved survivors of Domestic Violence. NBC 5's Vince Sims speaks with the CEO of Genesis, Jan Langbein, in NBC 

5's Conversation: A Call for Change.

Family NBC 5 News 8/3/2021 11:00 a.m. 1:36

Report on the Ronald McDonald House in Dallas, being a place for children who seek medical care and their families. It is their 

home away from home. The Ronald McDonald House in Dallas is a place where patients and their families eat, sleep and relax 

between medical visits. Covid-19 put a brake on their gala fundraiser, but the organization came up with another idea to help raise 

money and celebrate their 40th anniversary, a cookbook called "Come to the Table." 

Family NBC 5 News 8/3/2021 4:00 p.m. 4:04

Report on a North Texas non-profit continuing their mission to guide young boys without father at home, towards a stable 

successful future. Thanks to NBC Universal's Project Innovation grant, the program, Hope Farm, has been able to sustain their life-

changing services and help even more young boys in need. NBC 5's Evan Anderson took a closer look at Hope Farm in NBC 5's 

Conversation: Call for Change. 

Family NBC 5 News 8/17/2021 4:00 p.m. 1:01

Report on the Taliban taking over Afghanistan, resulting in 30,000 Afghan people escaping the violence and taking refuge in the 

United States. Some have already arrived in Dallas and Fort Worth. Refugee Services of Texas says since August 1st, 18 families 

have relocated to DFW including several that have arrived in the last few days. The group says at least 324 Afghans will be settled 

through the organization's offices in Dallas, Fort Worth, Amarillo, Houston and Austin. The organizations states federal dollars will 

help pay for things like counseling, English classes and social security until families become self-sufficient. 

Family NBC 5 News 8/20/2021 4:00 p.m. 0:24

NBC 5 and Telemundo 39 are asking people to help Clear the Shelters and participate in the campaign Monday through September 

19th. Adoption fees at participating shelters will be waived September 13th through 19th. People can log onto NBCDFW.com for a 

list of partnering shelters. Nearly 45,000 animals have been adopted since the start of Clear the Shelters. 

Family NBC 5 News 9/1/2021 4:00 p.m. 0:54

Report on the pulse of parents as children are returning back to school. A new survey from the National PTA and the CDC focuses 

on parents under pressure. The top concerns for parents, are children contracting Covid-19 in class and infecting a family member. 

Overall, parents are worried about stress, performance and safety this school year. 

Family 5 Talk Street 9/10/2021 5:00 p.m. 7:00

A 5 Talk Street segment that focuses on the organization, "Daddy Lights Ministry." The founder and CEO, Latreka Jones, partners 

with Walmart to provide food, prescriptions, clothes, toiletries, and supplies for family and children suffering from domestic 

violence and trying to make a transition to a better environment. 



Family NBC 5 News 9/17/2021 5:00 a.m. 2:00

Report on the Del Rio migrant surge as Haitian families camp under a Del Rio bridge. The families are trying to flee from poverty, 

political unrest and natural disasters. Governor Abbott announced the state would help close six border crossings, but without 

green light from the federal government, he had to backtrack on that order. 

Family NBC 5 News 9/20/2021 11:00 a.m. 1:00 Report on an average of 5,400 animals across North Texas were adopted in Clear the Shelters 2021. 

Family NBC 5 News 9/23/2021 6:00 a.m. 2:37

Report on North Texas Giving Day, North Texas' largest fundraising drive. The event is a chance to give back to nonprofits that help 

individuals and families. A record number of nonprofits are participating. Organizers say the community's support is needed now 

more than ever. 

Issue Program Column1 Column2 Column3 Column4

Government NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 6:00 p.m. 0:22

The Texas Department of Public Safety can no longer sell people's personal information. The change was made during the last 

legislative session and signed into law. It was shown that DPS had been selling the information to private companies, bringing in 90 

million dollars a year. Some business-like courts, law enforcement, banks and insurance companies will still have access to the 

information for business purposes. 

Government NBC 5 News 7/27/2021 5:00 p.m. 1:57

Report on Texas Lawmakers holding a special session in Washington D.C. as they continue to lobby to get federal voting legislation 

passed. Republicans continue to talk about legislation they say can't be passed without Democrats in Austin. Most of the House 

Democrats left the state to avoid voting on an election bill they view as suppression. 

Government NBC 5 News 7/27/2021 6:00 p.m. 0:24

Report on a city labor shortage. For locals in Dallas, they are experiencing delays in their trash/recycling pick-up. The city is working 

to ensure all garbage is collected on time, but recycling pick-up may be delayed about 24 hours. City Council is set to approve a new 

temporary labor contract on August 11th, with hopes of things returning to normal by early September.  

Government NBC 5 News 8/7/2021 6:00 p.m. 0:26

The City of Dallas reveals their budget for the upcoming fiscal year. The City of Dallas received 355.4 million dollars from the 

American Rescue Plan. The funding will be invested into several things, including improvements to water and sanitation services. 

The funding will also go towards hiring more police officers and raising the pay for 911 operators and dispatchers. The biennial 

budget for the 2022 to 2023 budget was also released. 

Government Lone Star Politics 8/15/2021 8:00 a.m. 4:42

The mask mandate battle across Texas is heating up again. Nearly 3 months after Governor Abbott banned government entities 

and officials from mandating face coverings, several counties are going against the order. This includes Dallas County, where Judge 

Clay Jenkins signed an executive order requiring masks to be worn in businesses, public schools and childcare centers. Both the 

Governor and Texas Attorney General Ken Paxton are challenging the order in court. 

Government NBC 5 News 8/24/2021 6:00 p.m. 0:33

Democratic lawmakers from Texas are sounding the alarm on voting rights. In a virtual news conference, several democrats 

including Congressmen Colin Allred and Marc Veasey, urged Congress to pass the John Lewis Voting Rights Act. They state it would 

override efforts by Republicans in Austin who want to pass new voting restrictions. 

Government NBC 5 News 8/27/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:45
Starting September 1st, more Texans will have legal access to medical marijuana. A new law will expand the state's Compassionate 

Use Program to include veterans who suffer from PTSD, cancer patients and people with chronic pain or debilitating conditions. 

Government NBC 5 News 8/31/2021 4:00 p.m. 1:29
Report on new Texas law that eliminates permit requirements to carry a gun in Texas. Owners may buy and openly carry firearms 

without training. 



Government NBC 5 News 9/1/2021 11:00 a.m. 2:00

Report on new laws going into effect in Texas and receiving national attention. The one law receiving the most attention is one of 

the country's strictest abortion laws. The Fetal Heartbeat Bill bans abortion once a heartbeat has been detected. That heartbeat 

often comes about 6 weeks into pregnancy, before many women even know they are pregnant. 

Government NBC 5 News 9/5/2021 6:00 a.m. 0:44

In Fort Worth, Democratic activists rallied against the new abortion law and other laws that went into effect. During the socially 

distanced rally, speakers said they were fed up with the Republican-controlled state that has banned mask mandates, while passing 

the restrictive abortion bill and permitless carry. Organizers say the event was about registering voters and laying the groundwork 

for the 2022 midterms. 

Government NBC 5 News 9/21/2021 10:00 p.m. 1:55
Fort Worth City leaders approved a 1.8-billion-dollar budget, that included 10 new firefighters. This is only a fraction of the 250 

positions the fire chief says he needs. Some say the shortfall means higher response times when seconds count. 

Government NBC 5 News 9/30/2021 6:00 a.m. 2:05

Report on the Senate voting on a temporary spending bill that would keep the government funded until December. If lawmakers 

avoid a government shutdown, the next crisis looming arrives October 18th. Lawmakers must increase the nation's debt limit by 

that date or the government will default on its debt for the first time in history. The House is also scheduled to vote on a trillion-

dollar infrastructure bill. It is still unclear whether that vote will take place. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 11:00 a.m. 2:15

Report on local hospitals seeing alarming numbers of RSV cases skyrocketing. It's a respiratory virus that's especially dangerous for 

infants. The CDC confirms the trend issuing an advisory that RVS is spreading through southern states at a highly unusual time of 

year. It is catching a lot of parents off guard. 

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 7/5/2021 4:00 p.m. 2:19

Report on a new treatment that is helping infants and children who are suffering from a form of Pancreatitis, a painful 

inflammation of the pancreas. This form is hereditary and impacts infants and children with often no cure and leaving children to 

endure a lifetime of pain, but this new treatment is helping them live a happy, pain-free life.

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 7/5/2021 4:00 p.m. 0:53

Report on the medical advancements that are giving patients with Parkinson's Disease a return to normal life. The latest deep brain 

stimulation is being used on North Texans. It allows doctors to be more precise as they place the device in a brain. This isn't the 

cure for Parkinson's, but it can help patients live a better life and wean them off some of their medications.

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 7/11/2021 6:00 a.m. 1:59

Report on many school districts going back to school on August 16th and the window to get fully vaccinated and build up immunity 

against Covid-19 is closing. To help families prepare for the new school year, a Dallas-based company partnered with the Dallas 

Children's Advocacy Center to offer free vaccines. 

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 7/15/2021 6:00 p.m. 1:06

Report on UT Southwestern's new troubling Covid-19 model, that shows a major increase in virus cases expected over the next 

several weeks in North Texas. If the trend continues, researchers say fall hospitalization rates could outpace the surge that was 

seen during the summer 2020 surge. 

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 7/23/2021 6:00 p.m. 2:18
Report on Dallas County stepping up the push for vaccinations by taking information door to door, as new Covid-19 cases surge. 

Health officials blame slowing vaccination rates and the more contagious Delta Variant for the increase in cases. 

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 7/29/2021 5:00 p.m. 0:24

Report on Collin County residents receiving free Covid-19 vaccines at home. County health care services says mobile vaccination 

teams are focused on getting to homebound individuals and long-term facilities. There will also be travel to various organizations, 

clubs and businesses that ask their employees to get vaccinated. The mobile teams are available by appointment. 



Health and Medical NBC 5 News 8/1/2021 5:00 p.m. 0:49

Report on a blood donation shortage. The Red Cross is putting out a call for donors. They're seeing a major shortage due to 

hospitals seeing more trauma cases and from people who delayed medical care due to the pandemic. The Red Cross states the 

summer months are when they see a drop in donors, but this year has been especially tough. In order to get appointments booked, 

the Red Cross is entering donors for a chance to win a VIP experience for two to the Bonnaroo Music and Arts Festival. 

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 8/20.21 5:00 p.m. 1:58

Report on a new program launched by Parkland Hospital in South Dallas. Their mission is to save the lives of new moms, no matter 

their ability to access healthcare. They discovered women who've just given birth are more likely to suffer major health problems, 

even death, that could have been prevented. 

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 8/31/2021 4:00 p.m. 0:52

Report on more warnings about the Ivermectin, a drug some people are using to treat Covid-19. Several Texas epidemiologists and 

infectious disease doctors are speaking up on the risks associated with taking Ivermectin for Covid-19. The drug can be used by 

humans in small doses to treat parasites such as head lice, but it is most used by veterinarians to deworm large animals. The Texas 

Health Department reports an increase in calls to poison control from people who took the drug for Covid-19. 

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 9/1/2021 6:00 p.m. 2:54

Full FDA authorization of the Pfizer vaccine may open the door to more private employers requiring a vaccine. NBC 5's Responds 

Team dug into the question "can bosses require vaccinations?" NBC 5 Responds Reporter Diana Zoga followed up on the question 

and what else has changed in the work environment. 

Health and Medical 5 Talk Street 9/10/2021 5:00 p.m. 7:00
A 5 Talk Street segment focusing on breast cancer awareness and the annual event, "More than Pink Walk"  that takes place in 

October during Breast Cancer Awareness Month.

Health and Medical NBC 5 News 9/30/2021 6:00 p.m. 0:33

Report on out of state abortions. With Texas' new abortion law, people are traveling hundreds of miles out of town to receive the 

procedure. Clinic administrators in other states are receiving bookings, for example, Hope Clinic in Shreveport, Louisiana says they 

are booked through most of October. Since the law went into effect on September 1st, banning most abortions, the number of 

overall Texas patients at Hope Medical Clinic in Shreveport went from 20% to 50%. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Housing NBC 5 News 4/2/2021 6:00 p.m. 1:05

Report on legal aid groups warning about a wave of evictions, in spite of the CDC extending their moratorium through June 30th. A 

Texas state Supreme Court Emergency Order adopting the federal order and adding state rules expired. The order advises landlords 

that they could face a penalty for moving forward within an eviction for nonpayment of rent. 

Housing NBC 5 News 4/22/2021 10:00 p.m. 1:51
Report on the Annunciation House, a shelter run by volunteers that have been in El Paso for almost half a century, turned its focus 

from local teenagers at risk, to helping the migrant community for the past 3 years. 

Housing NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:28

Local real estate agents say the North Texas housing market is still red hot. Homes are selling within days, even hours of hitting the 

market. Agents say buyers can count on bidding wars driving prices higher than they've ever been. The NBC 5 Responds Team 

asked local experts, "how is the average home buyer supposed to compete?" Local experts share the strategies that can work and 

what may be in store for the future of North Texas real estate. 

Housing NBC 5 News 7/15/2021 6:00 a.m. 0:33

A new report that states full-time minimum wage workers can't afford rent anywhere in the United States. The National Low 

Income Housing Coalition's Annual "Out of Reach" report finds those workers can’t afford a two-bedroom apartment in any state in 

the country. In 93% of U.S. counties, the same workers can't afford a modest one bedroom.



Housing NBC 5 News 7/20/2021 6:00 p.m. 2:22
Report on groundbreaking construction in the Bottom District. It is a long-neglected Dallas neighborhood along the Trinity River, 

East of I-35, R.L. Thornton Freeway. NBC 5's Ken Kalthoff explains why new neighbors are pleased about the new homes there. 

Housing NBC 5 News 7/27/2021 4:00 p.m. 3:05

Homeowners Insurance doesn't typically cover damage caused by floods. Most flood insurance is through FEMA's National Flood 

Insurance Program, which has more than 760,000 policies in Texas. The agency is preparing an update for the first time in 50 years. 

They're promising property owners will no longer pay more than their share, based on the value of their homes, but for many, that 

will mean an increase in premiums. 

Housing NBC 5 News 7/27/2021 6:00 p.m. 0:25

Report on the City of Dallas leading the nation in new apartment completions this year. Local developers are set to finish more than 

21,000 apartments this year. It will add about 2.6% more units to the area. Rentals have boomed in DFW in the last year as 

thousands of people relocate in the area. 

Housing NBC 5 News 8/1/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:27

Report on a historic wave of evictions possibly coming to an end as the nationwide ban of evictions expires. According to the 

Center on Budget and Policy Priorities, 11-million people continue to be behind on their rent. In Texas, this is the reality for more 

than 1-million people, or about 15% of renters in the state. The state has allowed eviction proceedings to continue under the 

federal ban. Experts predict courts will see a surge in evictions filings. 

Housing NBC 5 News 8/7/2021 6:00 a.m. 0:17

Report on the housing market and interested home buyers. A new report by the real estate brokerage company, Red Fin, shows 

home buying conditions are slightly improving as mortgage rates decline. The five-month streak of record setting home prices has 

ended as supply is inching up. 

Housing NBC 5 News 8/24/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:20

Frisco is the top housing market in the country. According to a new ranking from Wallet HUB, the Collin County suburb is the best 

place in the United States to buy a home. Wallet-HUB looked at a variety of factors including price appreciation and job growth. 

McKinney, Denton and Allen also made the top ten. 

Housing NBC 5 News 8/27/2021 4:00 p.m. 0:23

The Supreme Court has blocked the eviction moratorium put in place by the CDC during the pandemic, which means evictions can 

resume. It was set to expire in October. Landlords argued that the CDC had no authority to impose those kind of restrictions. 

Landlords claim they have been losing as much as 19-billion dollars a month. Congress imposed the first moratorium on evictions in 

March 2020.  

Housing NBC 5 News 9/23/2021 6:00 p.m. 1:55
Report on a new development in South Dallas with the help of nonprofit Builders of Hope. The organization is helping break ground 

and build 300 affordable new homes on vacant lots in the area for the next 5 years. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Poverty NBC 5 News 7/2/2021 5:30 a.m. 2:41
Report on the number of food insecure families continuing to increase and one in five children in Dallas struggles with food 

insecurity. Food for Good, a local program, is helping families and children fight hunger. 

Poverty NBC 5 News 7/3/2021 10:00 p.m. 1:34

Report on the Denton Basic Services Center's mission called the Summer Water Project. With the help of volunteers, they help the 

homeless receive access to water. Denton County Emergency Services donates water to keep the coolers full. They have 5 locations 

now, but would like to expand to at least 2 or more locations on Universities and even add an outdoor fridge pantry at a willing 

business. The goal is to simply be kind and help those in need. 



Poverty NBC 5 News 7/15/2021 11:00 a.m. 0:53

The Tarrant Area Food Bank has a new one-stop-shop on wheels called the "Red Bus." RED stands for Resources and Education 

Delivered. There is also a small food pantry onboard, but the Red Bus's primary function is traveling to areas in the greatest need to 

help people sign up for SNAP and Medicare Benefits. Applying for Social Services can be daunting, and the Red Bus is motivated to 

help make this process easier. 

Poverty NBC 5 News 7/23/2021 4:00 p.m. 2:15

Report on Dallas ISD serving meals curbside in March 2020 as the pandemic shut down schools. The district served tens of millions 

of meals in new and different ways. The start of the new school year in August means the end to the program that help families 

fight hunger. 

Poverty NBC 5 News 8/15/2021 10:00 p.m. 2:01
Report on Operation Care International, a Dallas based organization, that focuses on helping the homeless. The nonprofit group 

that helps so many, now finds itself in need of emergency help. 

Poverty NBC 5 News 8/20/2021 6:00 a.m. 2:10

Report on a nonprofit restaurant in Fort Worth called, Taste Community Restaurant. It is a pay what you can restaurant and there 

aren't any prices on the menu. People are just able to come and enjoy a restaurant quality meal and pay what they're able to afford 

that day. 

Poverty NBC 5 News 8/24/2021 5:00 p.m. 0:25

More than a billion dollars wort of food benefits is now available for Texas families in need. The U.S. Department of Agriculture 

approved a third round of pandemic funds. It covers June through August and provides one-time benefits of 375 dollars per eligible 

child. It's used the same way as SNAP benefits to pay for groceries. 

Poverty NBC 5 News 9/11/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:43

Dallas City leaders are trying a new approach to help people who are homeless. A fair was held in hopes of connecting people to 

proper resources, including housing help, job training and mental health services. Organizers say the goal is to change the city's 

strategies on outreach. 

Poverty NBC 5 News 9/17/2021 4:00 p.m. 1:29
Report on a nonprofit group called Haitian Pilgrims helping Haitian refugees who are willing to risk it all during their long journey 

through Mexico out of pure desperation to escape poverty, crime and war in Haiti. 

Poverty NBC 5 News 9/25/2021 6:00 p.m. 0:45

Report on refugees from Afghanistan coming to the North Texas area are receiving a helping hand. A donation drive was held to 

gather items they will need. The nonprofit Afghan Unity DFW, hosted the donation drive in Richardson. Cars were able to drive in 

and drop off things such as furnishing and clothing. It's estimated one to two thousand Afghan refugees could come to North Texas 

in the coming months. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Race Relations NBC 5 News 7/3/2021 6:00 a.m. 2:43

NBC 5 takes a closer look at drowning disparities within minority communities. Studies show African American and Hispanic 

children are at higher risk. NBC 5's Alanna Quillen looks at why and how local agencies are trying to bring vital swim lessons to 

minority children. 

Race Relations NBC 5 News 7/4/2021 5:30 a.m. 0:32

Report on Black and Latino Clergy Leaders pledging to work with Dallas Police to protect their communities this summer. They held 

a press conference with Police Chief Eddie Garcia and District 3 Council Member Casey Thomas II. They say enough is enough. 

Police Chief Garcia says they will have an increased presence this summer and say police will work with businesses and other 

groups to help reduce crime. 

Race Relations NBC 5 News 7/23/2021 6:00 a.m. 1:55 Report on Fort Worth's Opal Lee receiving statewide honor for her efforts that helped make Juneteenth a federal holiday. 



Race Relations NBC 5 News 7/23/2021 4:00 p.m. 3:30
Report on a new documentary brining to light the history of the Negro Leagues. NBC 5's Pat Doney spoke with the executive 

producer and director of the film, "The Other Boys of Summer," in NBC 5's Community Conversation. 

Race Relations NBC 5 News 8/11/2021 6:00 p.m. 2:40

Report on students and parents demanding their school leaders speak out about attacks they say are steeped in race and have 

targeted one of their principals. NBC 5 Education Reporter Wayne Carter followed up with the controversy in Grapevine-Colleyville 

ISD. 

Race Relations NBC 5 News 8/20/2021 4:00 p.m. 2:01

Report on a free digital summit hosted to empower women of color. It was the 3rd Annual Black Girl Magic Summit hosted by Boss 

Women Media in partnership with Capital One. NBC 5's Vince Sims shared more about the event and its impact in NBC 5's 

Conversations: Call for Change. 

Race Relations NBC 5 News 8/24/2021 4:00 p.m. 5:37

The Texas Rangers are partnering with the Black on Base Negro League to celebrate unity. It’s called Project the Positivity Night, as 

the Rangers play the Colorado Rockies. 82-year-old retired pastor, Floyd Moody, will throw the first pitch on the 65th anniversary 

of the fight to integrate Mansfield High School back in 1956. Photojournalist, Kevin Stewart, shares more details about the event in 

NBC 5's Conversation: Call for Change. 

Race Relations NBC 5 News 8/27/2021 4:00 p.m. 3:57

Report on a viral video showing Carroll ISD students using racial slurs. After the video went viral, it forced that community to 

confront racism. The heated debate over a diversity plan and what followed is the subject of a new podcast dropping soon, led by 

NBC News Investigative Reporters, Mike Hixenbaugh and Antonia Hylton. NBC 5's Laura Harris spoke with Hixenbaugh in the 

Community Conversation: Call for Change. Hixenbaugh stated it is important to remember this is not only happening in America, 

but it is one of the places with the biggest spotlight. 

Race Relations NBC 5 News 8/31/2021 4:00 p.m. 2:21

A recent Pew Research study shows Black and Hispanic workers are still underrepresented in areas of Science, Technology, 

Engineering and Math. In NBC 5's Community Conversation: Call for Change, Laura Harris spoke to a local group of women that 

focuses on introducing girls to STEM disciplines and forgoing paths for their futures. 

Race Relations NBC 5 News 9/23/2021 6:00 a.m. 0:20

Report on Friendship Baptist Church in Dallas partnering with the community to support Black-owned businesses. The 

Congregation's 100-day campaign to remember the 100th year since the Tulsa Race Massacre is unfolding. The goal is to continue 

the legacy of Black Wall Street, by strengthening locally owned Black businesses. 

Race Relations NBC 5 News 9/23/2021 5:00 p.m. 0:25

The Texas Chapter of the NAACP is calling for a federal investigation into the issues occurring at the border involving Haitian 

migrants. The NAACP is calling for deportations to stop. The organization wants the investigation to cover several topics, including 

how the decision was made to have the encampment in Del Rio, who decided to send horseman after Haitians not in the camp and 

what humanitarian assistance was given to people in the encampment. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Religion NBC 5 News 7/15/2021 6:00 p.m.. 0:22

The Dallas Catholic Diocese says in-person Mass will resume in August. In March of 2020, Bishop Edward Burns waived the 

obligation for Catholics in DFW to attend Mass on Sundays and Holy Days during the pandemic. Now, the Diocese says in-person 

Mass will return on August 15th. The Diocese says a televised mass will continue to be offered. There are more than a million 

Catholics in the Diocese of Dallas. 

Religion NBC 5 News 7/17/2021 6:00 p.m.. 0:27

Report on Arlington hosting the nation's first mass Christian gathering since the start of the pandemic. The Promise Keeper's Men's 

Conference was held at the AT&T Stadium. Speakers delivered messages of unity and hope to thousands of men looking to 

transform their communities. 



Religion NBC 5 News 8/31/2021 11:00 a.m. 2:40 Report on Texas Baptist men volunteering in Louisiana to help Hurricane Ida victims. 

Religion NBC 5 News 9/17/2021 4:00 p.m. 1:29
Report on the nonprofit group, Haitian Pilgrims, impact in helping Haitians and their members progress from Philip the Apostille 

Parish in Lewisville. 

Religion 5 Talk Street 9/10/2021 5:00 p.m. 7:00

Segment focusing on the organization, "Daddy Lights Ministry." The founder and CEO, Latreka Jones, founded the organization as a 

Christian guide and bridge to help others find hope and light in a dark world filled with domestic violence, heaviness, neglect, 

abuse, financial hardships, defeat and being misunderstood and isolated. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Safety NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 6:00 a.m. 0:23

Report on fireworks safety for 4th of July celebrations. Across North Texas, first responders are preparing for what they predict will 

be a busy stretch of days over the holiday weekend. They encourage families to be responsible for the 4th of July weekend, but say, 

traditionally their calls go up when a holiday falls on a weekend. NBC 5's Larry Collins takes a closer look at what emergency 

officials say families should pay close attention to. 

Safety NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 5:30 a.m. 0:57

Cook Children's initiative known as "Aim for Safety" was designed to help reduce the number of gun-related injuries. The initiative 

reminds adults to always remember to secure their firearms and ammunition from children and make sure they are locked. Cook 

Children's is receiving a record number of patients with gunshot wounds this year.

Safety NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 11:00 a.m. 1:45

Report on a new public safety summer operations plan being spearheaded by Downtown Dallas, Inc, which oversees the flow of 

the economy and life in Downtown Dallas. People may start to see more police in Downtown Dallas this summer. City leaders are 

dealing with public safety concerns as thousands of people head back to work and tourism picks back up. This new plan is to help 

keep things safe. 

Safety NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 10:00 p.m. 2:07

Ahead of the holiday weekend, pediatricians are warning about the rise of drownings. Cook Children's says the number so far in 

2021 is on track to surpass recent years. NBC 5 speaks with a Midlothian mother who has experience the tragedy and wants others 

to know how to prevent it. 

Safety NBC 5 News 7/2/2021 5:30 a.m. 1:02

Report on the Fourth of July being one of the busiest boating days of the year and the importance of boat safety. Experts want to 

prepare people to perform boat checks and to make sure everything is in order. It is also important for people to have a plan in 

place with emergency contacts in case something goes wrong and be sure to name someone the designated driver. Industry 

leaders also say to be careful once the firework shows come to an end.

Safety NBC 5 News 7/2/2021 6:00 a.m. 2:32
Report on the adult swim lessons for safety, as the Red Cross states 1 in 5 adults can't swim. NBC 5's Alanna Quillen shares 

coverage on swim lessons at Park South YMCA in Dallas, who say it's never too late for adults to learn. 

Safety NBC 5 News 7/5/2021 6:00 p.m.. 2:51
Safety warning for people to keep in mind as they plan their summer vacation. A new report is shedding light on a disturbing find, 

high levels of fecal bacteria in the water at beaches all across the country, including Texas. 

Safety NBC 5 News 7/11/2021 5:30 a.m. 1:38

Report on people  receiving help during emergencies like Cardiac Arrest. The American Heart Association lobbied for a new law to 

train 911 dispatchers to help bystanders administer CPR. NBC 5's Yona Gavino shows the unique partnership to educate even more 

people. 



Safety NBC 5 News 7/27/2021 4:00 p.m. 2:05

Report on a new guidance from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control rolling back the April guidelines that allowed full vaccinated 

people to go without masks in public places indoors. Now, the experts say even vaccinated people could be spreading the 

contagious Covid-19 Delta Variant. NBC 5's Ken Kalthoff shares Dallas' reaction to the new masking recommendation.

Safety NBC 5 News 8/31/2021 5:00 p.m. 0:31
North Texans continue to help the Hurricane Ida relief efforts. A Lewisville-based company, called Global Medical Response, says it 

has deployed hundreds of ambulances and aircrafts to Louisiana and Mississippi at the request of FEMA. 

Safety NBC 5 News 9/1/2021 10:00 p.m. 1:56
Report on Zoos across the country, including North Texas, are giving the Covid-19 vaccine to some of their animals. NBC 5's Brian 

Curtis spoke with Dr. Jan Raines from the Dallas Zoo about the process. 

Safety NBC 5 News 9/23/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:45

Report on flight attendants fearing for their safety while trying to ask passengers to follow federal rules and mask-up. Industry 

leaders pleaded to lawmakers for help. The FAA said the number of complaints about unruly passengers is dropping, but the 

numbers are still too high. The federal mask mandate runs through January 18th. 

Issue Program Date Time Duration Episode/Segment Description

Transportation NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 11:00 a.m. 2:17
Report on the cruise industry returning back to service and picking up steam. Royal Caribbean has two ships at sea, including the 

first sailing from the United States. 

Transportation NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 4:00 p.m. 1:30
Report on holiday travel as Independence Day approaches. This day typically marks a busy travel season, both on the road and at 

airports. NBC 5's Lili Zheng explained how the DFW Airport is faring as the industry emerges from the pandemic. 

Transportation NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 5:00 p.m. 2:25

Report on the airline industry struggling with major labor shortages, which is leading to flight cancellations and delays. The Dallas 

area airports are dealing with nearly 1,000 delays and nearly 40 cancellations. NBC 5's Lili Zheng shares what travelers can expect 

as travel gets back to some semblance of normal. 

Transportation NBC 5 News 7/1/2021 6:00 p.m.. 0:32

Report on the fallout from the pandemic costing people their jobs in Dallas. Uber is downsizing their plan for a major hub in Deep 

Ellum. The initial plan was for Uber to hire as many as 3,000 people. The city and state gave Uber tax breaks to build its largest hub 

outside of its headquarters in San Francisco. Uber now says it will hire 500 workers and it will not take the tax breaks that were 

offered. The company says the decision came from the "dramatic impact" the Covid-19 pandemic had on its business. 

Transportation NBC 5 News 7/5/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:37

Report on roads and airports being packed after a record-breaking holiday weekend. The TSA screened almost 2.2 million people. 

That is the highest number since the start of the pandemic. The same day, Gas Buddy reported the greatest single-day demand for 

gas since 2019. That's despite higher gas prices, averaging $3.12 a gallon. Almost a dollar more than a year ago. Also, airlines are 

struggling with staffing. Many are now offering incentives, like double pay or hundred-dollar bonuses, to work in the busy summer 

weeks to come. 

Transportation NBC 5 News 7/15/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:25

American Airlines is calling back 3,300 flight attendants to meet the surge in travel demand. The Fort Worth based carrier sent a 

note to staff, telling flight attendants on voluntary leave to come back by November or December. American Airlines said it also 

plans to hire 800 new flight attendants by next March. Across the board, American Airlines has been trying to staff-up as the 

industry rebounds from the pandemic. 



Transportation NBC 5 News 7/27/2021 5:30 a.m. 0:26

Report on U.S. citizens having to wait a while longer to travel overseas due to the resurgence of Covid-19 cases. The Biden 

Administration is extending foreign travel restrictions because of the Delta Variant. The CDC also just advised Americans against 

travel to the UK, given the surge of cases there. The administration is in ongoing talks about reopening international travel, but will 

continue to heed the advice of science and medical advisors.  

Transportation NBC 5 News 8/1/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:50

Senators returned to the U.S. Capitol for a rare session, as they worked on a Bipartisan bill that would spend one-trillion dollars on 

America's roads and bridges. The major investments include110-billion dollars for roads and bridges. 39-billion dollars for public 

transit and 66-billion dollars for rail. There's also 55-billion dollars for water and wastewater support, as well as billions for airports, 

ports, broadband internet and electric vehicle charging stations. 

Transportation NBC 5 News 8/11/2021 4:00 p.m. 0:41

AAA provided safety tips on how travelers can vacation amid the Covid-19 Delta Variant. They recommend listening to all of the 

CDC travel guidelines. Fully vaccinated people can travel in the U.S. with little risk, while unvaccinated people should delay their 

travel plans. Experts state travelers should do their research because some places may require proof of vaccination. 

Transportation NBC 5 News 8/11/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:23

Report on the Delta Variant of Covid-19 starting to affect airline travel. Southwest Airlines stated bookings are down and 

cancellations are up. The airlines is blaming the surge in the virus. Southwest also said without taking into account federal aid, it 

might not turn a profit this quarter. Frontier Airlines said it is also facing similar trends. 

Transportation NBC 5 News 8/20/2021 5:00 a.m. 2:15

Report on bad behavior on planes skyrocketing. The FAA is not tolerating this kind of behavior. Their zero-tolerance policy and 

hefty fines are totaling more than 1-million dollars so far this year. NBC 5's Alanna Quillen reported live from Dallas-Fort Worth 

Airport to break down the strict policy.

Transportation NBC 5 News 8/20/2021 10:00 p.m. 0:20

Report on border travel staying limited for at least another month. The Department of Homeland Security has extended the ban on 

non-essential car and ferry travel with Canada and Mexico through September 21st. The agency stated they will continue to work 

with partners across the United States and Internationally on ways to return to normal travel. 


